
The remains of an early 1800s grist mill has been
transformed into a dramatic modern home with
walls of glass, and enhanced by the sound of
rushing water through the gorge. The great room
has a two-story glass wall overlooking the
waterwheel and stone terrace, and is open to the
mezzanine above. It incorporates original posts &
beams, some field stone foundation, and granite
ledge poking through radiant polished cement
floors. The sleek kitchen commands the room
and the view. The middle level media room
lounge has a gas fireplace and a glass railing,
and overlooks the great room below with a view
downstream. The master bedroom shares this
level, and the master bath has a wet room with a
soaking tub. Upstairs are three guest rooms with
cathedral ceilings and another full bath. The mill
is located on a venerable road within walking
distance of Stockbridge village, Berkshire
Theater festival, and The Red Lion Inn. There
has been much recent renovation of the beautiful
historic homes up and down the street  - all are
terrific neighbors. The garage has a second floor
with big windows, terrific for storage and would
make a lovely studio.

It's hard to describe the visceral feeling of the
property and inside the house. The convenience
of being nearby the village, yet living within
extraordinary Berkshire landscape. 

Price: $ 1,150,000
Where: STOCKBRIDGE, MA, USA
County: BERKSHIRE
Baths: 3
Beds: 4
Rooms: 6
Style: MODERN & HISTORIC MILL
Taxes: 1851/2014
Year Built: 1800
Status: Active

Interior: BRIGHT WHITE, EXPOSED
ANTIQUE POSTS & BEAMS,
WALLS OF GLASS, DRAMATIC
OPEN AND INTIMATE SPACES,
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MASTER SUITE, MASTER BATH
WITH WET ROOM

Exterior: STREAM AND ROCK GORGE,
WATER WHEEL, BLUESTONE
PATIO, GARAGE WITH
STORAGE/STUDIO SPACE
ABOVE, LAWN

Equipment: NATURAL GAS-FIRED HOT
WATER RADIANT AND RADIATOR
HEAT, DCS SIX-BURNER STOVE,
FISHER PAYKEL
REFRIGERATOR, MIELE
DISHWASHER, BOSCH WASHER
AND DRYER
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